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The Right Data…Right Now.
Unite SAP and Microsoft platforms
for more accurate and timely decisions

STOP WORKING FOR
YOUR DATA MAKE YOUR
DATA WORK FOR YOU

Connect to and report from SAP ERP and SAP
Business Warehouse without the need for a data
mart or data warehouse. This solution is ideal for

warehouse (DW).

information in a haystack of business data. Neudesic’s CountERPart for

business data. Using familiar tools like Excel and SharePoint,

SAP Reporting

EXCLUSIVE CONFERENCE

OFFER

from SAP. Not designed for creating a data

you can’t afford to get bogged down searching for a needle of critical

intelligence platform to give you quick and easy access to all your

FOR SIMPLIFIED DATA MANAGEMENT

SAP users that require pure reporting capabilities

When you’re making a decision that will determine your company’s future,

SAP Analytics integrates your SAP system with Microsoft’s business

NEUDESIC SOLUTIONS

DATA

CountERPart for SAP enables you to view, analyze, publish, report
and share information across your enterprise in near real time.

Data Warehouse Builder

Get a complete view of your organization by
combining data from SAP BW, LOB applications,
and other sources into a single DW. This solution is
ideal for SAP users that want to create a new data
warehouse or expand an existing one. Works best

“With Neudesic’s CountERPart for SAP, we’ve been able to
provide access to multiple data sources, so our associates now
have visibility to vital performance information, which greatly
improves our organization’s decision making capabilities.”
- Dean Snyder, Manager of Web Services, Louisville Gas and Electric

where combination of data from multiple sources is
needed. Requires existing SAP BW.

Business Marts

Gain additional insight from SAP by extracting

Onsite architectural design and
project scoping session
• Neudesic CountERPart for SAP
Analytics software license
• Installation and configuration of
software
• Two PerformancePoint Services
dashboards / scorecards
• Four SQL Server Reporting Services /
Power View reports
• One Excel / PowerPivot workbook

module-specific data to populate Microsoft SQL
Server and create an information system using
Microsoft's BI platform. This solution is ideal for
SAP users that want to create a new DW or expand

For more information, email CountERPart@neudesic.com
or contact Tim Corken at (303) 248-8321

an existing one. Works directly with data extracted
from SAP ERP. SAP BW not required.

TAKE CONTROL

OF YOUR BUSINESS DATA

CountERPart for SAP Analytics is an easy-to-use integration solution that brings SAP
and non-SAP data together so you can:
• Get a clearer view of your business system and processes
• Empower your people with self-service analytics
• Maximize your investment in Microsoft BI and SAP technologies

“Neudesic’s CountERPart for SAP enables us to eliminate our
labor-intensive reporting processes and refresh our financial
system up to 10 to 12 times daily. Now we can easily view real
time interactive dashboards and reports in the Microsoft BI
platform with data queried from SAP BW.”
- Helge Hoehn, Senior Expert SharePoint and Project Manager, Fresenius Netcare

